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Cfi.ristopfur S ergets dramatization of
Harper Lee's
TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD





At various times in our lives we need to reflect,
taking time to ponder the puzzling questions of who
we are and where we are going. By turning toward
the past wherein our experiences exerted critical
influence on what we believe and value, we find
meaning for the irurney. An unexamined life might
be worth living, but an unexamined life denies the
spiritual essense of our humanity and the eternal
significance of who we are and what we do.
For jean Louise Finch, the sojourn into her past is
such an examination. She wants to rise to her
father's expectations, to be faithful to the legacy
he provided, and she wants some assurance that he
would give his blessing to her iourney. We would
all yearn for the same from our "father." Her quest
turns on a rather simple theme: "To see life from
the perspective of others." As a proposition of
idealistic intent, we might ascribe merit to this
theme; as a practical principle of behaviour, we
must confess aversion--particularly when self-
interest is involved. Nothing so clearly heralds
the complexity of life than the simple theme of
attempting to be cognizant of the perspectives of
others.
There are several levels in the play upon which
this theme is explored. But given the racial
polarity of human experience in Maycomb,
Alabama, 1935, as Atticus expresses it, "This case
is as simple as Black and White." In important
ways, America of 1992 is quite different from
America of 1935. We have experienced radical
changes in public policy to deal with the
entrenched racism that slavery spawned, but
which human prejudice nourished. The impulses of
racism, however, are still prevalent in our country,
often lurking iust beneath the veneer of political
correctness. Likewise, these same impulses are
more prevalent than one would like on Christian
College campuses, lurking iust beneath the veneer
of evangelical "life-together."
Through the reality of imagined experience,
theatre calls us to an examination of the lives of
others and therein an examination of our own lives.
It is our desire that this evening's examination
might be entertaining and edifying, transcending
the imagined into the reality of actual experience.
As a courtesy to the actors, pleax do flot use catnclas
during the perfortnance
. 
TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD
Directed and Designed by Dr. Oliver Hubbard
THE CAST
(in order of appearance)
Jean Louise Finch. . . . .Marisa MurphreeCalpurnia .. . : . . . . . . . ]anettaCampbellScout. .Mary Ruth VanVeldhuizen
MaudieAtkinson. . . . . . . .*Amy Phillips
HeckTate.. .....ChrisThornton
]udge Taylor. .Scott Nelson
Stephanie Crawford. . Candace Granger
Mrs. Dubose.... ...IeruryMiller
Iem.. .]eremyPettit
Reverend Sykes. Norris JonesMayellaEwell. ....LisaAngerer
Bob Ewell. . . .David JonesDiU.. .....StephenWade
Nathan Radley. . . .Michael Sterrett
Atticus Finch. . . Joe Johns
Walter Cunningham. . . . . . . . Michael Spence
TomRobinson... ...MarcusBailey
Mr.Gilmer..... ...TimMcDaniel
Helen Robinson. .Sharonjoy Edgecombe
Woman #1. . . .Jennifer Reese
Woman#2... ..LoriHope
Townspeople. . . . . Dawn Bartow, Jeremy Byrd
April Fausnight, jena Habegger, Stephen
Norris, jim Palmer, Bryan Parris, Alex
Patterson, *Sandy Walker, *jason Welch
Boo Radley . . .lance David
Maycomb, Alabama, L935
There will be a ten-minute intermission
between acts
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